
NEW BETA TESTING SITE
Our beta testing program is now open with a remodeled site! View it at 

https://beta-testing.atproducts.xyz.

Department of Beta Testing

https://beta-testing.atproducts.xyz


2.18.0.1 Release
4/3/24  7 00 PM 19 00  CDT

Changed
Changed the button sizes in heroes to large. #195
The 404 hero is now in a container. #195
Updated column sizes on MDickie Projects. #195
Updated Astro from v4.5.10 to v4.5.12. #195
Updated the Terms of Service and Discord Rules for grammar issues. #195

Bug Fixes
Fixed the main carousel being broken. #194 & #195
Fixed grammar issues in the communities' disclaimer section. #195

2.18.0.1 -
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We have released a minor version. The changelog is below.



2.18 Release
3/27/24  7 00 PM 19 00  CDT

After a very long wait time with component upgrades inside our offices, we were able to complete 
this update!

This update features a MDickie Projects overhaul, CodingHome CSS Basics update, and a ton of 
dependency updates!

View the changelog details on the next couple of slides. →

2.18 - The “Long… but yet Interesting” Update
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2.18 Release
3/27/24  7 00 PM 19 00  CDT
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Added
Added a new "Classes" section in CSS Basics in CodingHome. #190
Added more resources, accordions, and authors to CodingHome. #190
Added Dependency review as a new GitHub Workflow. #190 & #192

Changed
Revamped MDickie Projects. #190
Updated Astro from v3.6.4 to v4.5.10. #190
Updated Bootstrap from v5.3.2 to v5.3.3. #190
Updated JQuery from v3.7.1 to v4.0.0-beta. #190
Updated GitHub Workflow CodeQL from v2 to v3. #190
Updated the Discord Rules. #190
Updated the Title II & VII Policy. #190



2.18 Release
3/27/24  7 00 PM 19 00  CDT
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Bug Fixes
Patched darkmode.js "to handle the case where the OS is set to light mode and the auto color 
mode is used" (Reference). #190
Fixed an issue with Flash Documentation's navigation button containing CodingHome's content 
instead of its own. #190
Fixed on the 404 page where the button does not work with the Cookie Menu present. #190 & 
#191

https://blog.getbootstrap.com/2024/02/20/bootstrap-5-3-3/#:~:text=Fixed%20our,%20script

